Department of Developmental Biology

Website: http://devbio.wustl.edu

Courses

The Department of Developmental Biology also offers courses through the College of Arts & Sciences. For a full listing of current courses offered, please visit the Washington University online course listings (https://courses.wustl.edu/CourseInfo.aspx?sch=L&dept=L41&crsvl=5:9).

**M04 FYSelect 500C Developmental Biology and Disease**
Basic Science. Explores connections between basic research in developmental biology and disease. Students are expected to make a presentation based on current literature in the field and participate in class discussions.
Credit 10 units.

**M70 MolBio/Pha 900 Research Elective - Molecular Biology and Pharmacology**
Research opportunities may be available. If interested, please contact the department of Developmental Biology.